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Lesson 9, Part 1 – Sing Harmony With Yourself in Reaper 
 

Hello everybody and welcome to lesson nine of Audio Recording Awesomeness Volume Two, 

Multitrack Recording Two: Singing Harmony With Yourself And More Multitrack Magic. 

 

In Lesson Eight, you learned to create four voice tracks, and you layered them one at a time, 

stacking them on top of each other. Then you panned each track, left or right. In lesson nine we're 

going to do similar things, but we're going to add music into the mix... No pun intended! We're 

going to show you how to sing harmony with yourself. Of course, you can use the same techniques 

to sing harmony with others, how to be a one person band, how to edit specific instruments and 

sounds, without affecting the others, and of course mixing. 

 

So let's go ahead and open Reaper, and we want to open a new track. We've been doing that by 

double clicking over here, which works. Or you can hit "Ctrl T," or you can go to 'insert track'. Any 

of those will work. Since we are talking about singing harmony today, we're going to be using three 

tracks, or three harmonies. Let's go ahead and label this first track 'voice one'. If you play or sing 

with a group, you can use the same techniques I'm going to show you today of course, but one of 

the coolest things about multitrack recording is that, even if you don't have a group, or they aren't 

around, you can still sing and/or play all the parts of yourself, one at a time of course. 

 

Here's a very quick example of how to do three-part harmony. Sing the first part onto a track, 

usually the melody of a song. In this example we'll just sing some 'Aaaas', a third apart. Before we 

do that though, in Lesson Eight I said I'd show you a count in technique, to make sure you start at 

the same time as your first track. It's not rocket science; just count a full bar, and part of a second 

bar. For example if the song is in four/four; count one, two, three, four; then count one, two of the 

second bar but say the three, four part just in your head to leave a bit of silence before the start. 

They did something like this in Wayne's World, if you're a fan. You just sort of mouth the three and 

four part, to keep yourself on the beat. Then you start on the downbeat of a third bar. 

 

If that was confusing, it will be clear in a second here as I do it. Okay, I'm going to sing a 'd' here, 

just 'Aaaa'. Alright, so I'm just going to count in one, two, three, four, one, two, leave the three and 

four silent and then start singing. [sings] 'Mmmm, Aaaa'. That's what I'm going to sing. One, two, 

three, four, one, two. [sing] 'Aaaa'. Forgot to mention I was going to hold that for two bars as well. 

Okay, so now put your headphones on if you haven't already, and turn the speakers off because you 

don't want the speakers to bleed into the microphone for parts two and three. So let's disarm track 

one. Double click here to start track two, 'voice two'. Rewind that all the way. This time, you are 

going to sing a third of [sings] 'Aaaa, Aaaa'. And just listen to the count in so that you know where 

to start, but you're not going to actually do any counting for track two. Arm track two to record, 

rewind all the way, listen to the count in, and sing a third of [sings] 'Aaaa'. 

 

Okay, here we go. One, two, three, four, one, two... [sings] 'Aaaa'. Alright. And disarm that track, 

rewind, do the same thing again. Label this one 'voice three'. Rewind. Arm, record. One, two, three, 

four, one, two... [sings] 'Aaaa'. Now let's take a listen to that back. First, let's disarm track three. 

[sings] 'Aaaa'. Alright. The first thing I want to point out... Pretty cool, huh? Is that, the master track 

down here has a little red blob. That means that the volume was too loud overall. So as each of 

these tracks combines with the others, it creates an overall volume that's too loud for the master 
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track. This is a good thing that it stays red because if you're going along recording something, and 

you look back you can see that somewhere, at some point, something clipped, something went over 

zero dB, and that's bad, that causes distortion. But, all you have to do is click on it to make it go 

away, and then let's turn the track volume down on two and three by like, negative two or negative 

three decibels and try again, [plays recording] 'Aaaa'. Okay, so that time it didn't clip and you can 

tell because there is no red blob here. 

 

Alright. The other thing that I want to demonstrate is that each of these is on its own track without 

any of the others being with it. For example, let's solo track two; I'm just going to click the 'S' which 

means solo, that basically mutes every other track but this one; so let's listen to it, [plays recording] 

'Aaaa'. Okay, so you noticed that part one isn't on there with it, it's just part two by itself, same thing 

with part three. Aaaa... 

 

Okay, we're not counting pitch today, by the way. What we have here are three parts that are panned 

straight up the center. If these are not visible, by the way, these little pan controls, just click here. 

Hover the mouse on that little line between the tracks, and the swim lanes here, and then just drag it. 

You can drag it out to make these longer and then those will appear if they weren't there to begin 

with. So let's leave the first part panned dead center, straight up and let's take the second track and 

pan it all the way to the left, a 100%, and the third track, you're doing this just by dragging the 

mouse as we did in Lesson Eight. Drag this all the way to right to pan it a 100%. And now let's take 

a listen. 'Aaaa'... 

 

That makes quite a difference, doesn't it? It really spreads things out on the sound stage there. One 

other thing that we can do, of course, mixing is changing the volumes relative to everything else. A 

lot of times in harmony, you have a lead vocal, which we'll call Voice One, and then the harmony 

vocals are usually not quite as loud. So let's take these down to negative six or so, and then listen 

again. 'Ah'... That's a common thing to do, is to take the harmony vocals and make them a little bit 

lower in volume than the main voice. Okay, there is a basic, very raw, don't count the pitch against 

me, very raw example of how to do three-part harmony with yourself. In part two, I'm going to 

show you how to make this even cooler. See you then. 


